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Budget Gets Rapid
Approval by Senate
By MIKE PARKS

No. 8

DMS Named:

ROTC Cadets Get Awards Today
Awards are being presented
at ROTC drill periods today to
outstanding advanced cadets.

After a brief but brisk discussion of the allotment
for cheerleaders' uniforms, the ASSU student senate last
NAMED AS Distinguished
Sunday evening approved the largest student activities Military Students by Lt. Col.
budget in the history of S.U. The $41,000 budget includes Robert K. Lieding, head of the
at S.U. are: Bruce A.
allotments of $13,000 to the Aegis, $9,400 to the ASSU ROTC
Bourgault, general commerce
major; Robert F. Brennan, inred. He warned those clubs dustrial relations major; Jan M.
A CONTINGENCY fund of which currently have a deficit, Butlak,
business administration

$2,000

was established. Buzz

that their charters may be sub- major; William A. Eriksson, Jr.,
ject to revocation unless they electrical engineering major;
take
definite steps to correct Laurence W. Gavin, Jr., history
fund. He said that while student their financial condition.
major; George R. Kaczor, biolbody growth (therefore, ASSU
Among other legislationenact- ogy graduate; Carl R. Propp,
income from the student activ- ed by the senate was the grant- history major,
John E. Sulity fee) presently exceeds ex- ing of a charter to the Press livan, sociologyand
major,
all
penses, in future years a level- Club, and action which requires Seattle. Also, Stephen M. from
Kuing off of enrollment will reduce the Legislative Records Com- nath, political
science major
income in relation to expenses. mittee of the senate to compile from San Francisco;
David L.
At such time, the contingency the constitutions of all clubs Patnode, English major
from
fund could be drawn upon by chartered by the ASSU.
Tacoma; James C. Wallace,
the ASSU.
English major from Port TownMcQuaid had previously indiIN COMPLIANCE with a re- send; James E. Wiehoff, induscated that he intends to recom- quest by Gov. Albert D. Rosel- trial relations major from Renmend that the senate take action lini, the senate passed a motion ton, and William N. Wilber, acwhich would require an annual to send three students to the counting major from Drewsey,
allotment of at least $1,000 to People to People Conference Ore.
the contingency fund.
Nov. 1 in Olympia, and approIN HIS COMMENTS to the priated the necessary funds for
Cadet Majors Bourgault,Brenagain
re-em- that purpose. Jim Bradley, AS nan, Butlak and Kunath are
senators, McQuaid
phasized his "get tough" policy SU president Bob Burnham, battalion commanders in the
toward campus organizations ASSU Ist vice president, and S.U. ROTC program this year.
that operate consistently in the Randy Lumpp, editor of The Eriksson, Gavin,
Patnode, SulSpectator, will attend the Con- livan,Wallace,
Wiehoff
and Wilference.
ber are company commanders
In the final action Oct. 22-28 and Propp is drill team comwas officially declared U.N. mander. Kaczor, a 1962 graduWeek by the senate.
ate, was unable to attend sum-

McQuaid, ASSU treasurer, explained the importance of this

Get Aegis

Pix Today

Have you had your picture
taken for the Aegis yet?
They are being taken by

the Kennell-Ellis photographer every day this week.
This applies to everyone:
graduating seniors, undergraduates, faculty, service
and honorary club and basketball team members.If you
fit one of these categories
and wish to have your portrait in the Aegis, come to
the third floor lounge in the
L.A. Bldg. as soon as possible as this is the last week.
Picture-taking is scheduled
from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and
for a charge of $1.50 you will
receive four poses.

Sen. W. G.Magnuson
To Speak On Campus

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, (D-Wash.) will visit the
S.U. campus tomorrow. Magnuson, who is head of the
Senate Commerce Commission,
is currently involved in a campaign for re-election to the Sen- Bradley, ASSU president; Joe
McKinnon, president of the
ate.

MAGNUSON'S two-hour stay

Young Democrats, and Jan

will begin with an invitational Greenfield, president of Gamma
breakfast at 7 a.m. in the Bel- Pi Epsilon, which is hosting
larmine snack bar. The Sen- Magnuson's visit, will escort the
ator will speak from 7:45 to 8: 05 Senator on a tour of the cama.m. in Pigott Aud., enabling pus, during which he will visit
students to attend 8:10 classes. two of the 8 a.m. political sciThe VeryRev. A. A. Lemieux, ence classes.
S.J., president of S.U.; Jim
A PRESS interview will conclude Sen. Magnuson's campus

mer camp prior to his senior
year.

advanced graduates remain reserve officers.

CONSIDERATION for a DMS
IT IS THE policy of S.U.
award includes a cadet's ROTC ROTC to send six juniors to
record, academic gpa, partici- summer camp with tentative
pation in extra-curricular activi- DMS status. These cadets reties, and, most important, per- ceive a special tag, are watched
formance at the six-week sum- closely by summer camp leadmer camp prior to his senior ers and, upon completion of the
summer program, may receive
year.
In order for an advanced ca- the recommendation of their
det graduate to receive a regu- camp commander. All cadets
lar army commission, it is nec- not given TDMS rating prior to
essary that he be a DMS. Other
(Continued on page 4)

'Sandbox Philosophy'
Saturday Discussion
By CHUCK VERHAREN

Fr. Michael Toulouse, S.J., will moderate the Oct. 27
Saturday Night Discussion in the Chieftain lounge at
7:30 p.m. In a lecture entitled "Sandbox Philosophy and
Theology," Fr. Toulouse will investigate the purpose of
the philosophy and theology courses offered at S.U.
"What is the use of a philosophy minor?" and "What are
the practical applications to be
learned from 16 hours of theology courses?" are some of
the questions with which Father
will deal.

philosophy and theology courses.
Some topics of discussion
might be the possibilitiesof more
classroom interlocution between
professor and student and between students themselves; introducing a course in comparatheFrank M. Bailer scholarship,
A PANEL composed of Jose- tive religion, and whether such
an annual award presented each
phine Sonn and Charles Verhar- courses would benefit the stuOctober to a third year journal"Saints and Swingers," the en, honors seminar graduates dent graduated into a modern
ism student who shows the
greatest interest in the profes- annual Soph-Frosh Dance, will will comment on Fr. Toulouse's environment of controversy and
sion, who has done outstanding swing Friday from 9:30 p.m. to talk and ask the audience to pro- criticism.
in the Chieftain, ac- pound their own views as to
A social will follow the forma!
work on student publications and 12:30 a.m.
who has a good scholastic rec- cording to Pete Ferrai and Dor- practical benefits of particular lecture and discussion.
ene Centioli, sophomore coord.
chairmen.
THE SELECTION and an"Unlike previous Soph-Frosh
nouncement of the winner was dances, this one will be a stagmade by Fr. Francis J. Greene, drag affair," they said. AdmisS.J., head of the journalism de- sion will be $1 stag and $1.50
partment. The award was made drag. Live music will be propossible by a gift of Mrs. Frank vided by the Stags.
At yesterday's Pep Club meeting, this year's songleaders
M. Bailer.
Other co-chairmen are Rick
and cheerleaders were chosen by a panel of judges.
Patricia transferred to S.U. Alba and Marge Passanisi,
Varsity songleaders are: Song Queen, Sally Bauerlein,
from the U.W. last fall. The 21- freshmen. Committee chairmen
returnee; Charleen Romero, returnee; Diane Gooch; Judee
year-old Bainbridge Island girl are: decorations, Roger HenSchmidt, returnee; Sue Gallagher, and Sharon Amyimi, the
had the best scholastic record of nigan and Kathy Keeley; pubonly freshman.
sophomore journalists last year. licity, Eileen Katica and BarChosen as freshman cheerleaders were: CamilillaBurnett,
She is news editor of The Spec- bara Petschl; tickets, Jerry LesJane Grafton, Candi Fennell and Dian Bourque.
tator this year.
ter and Sue Waldron, and reNew yell leaders are: Jeff Myers, Bob DeLay, Dave
Presentation of the award will freshments, Frank Hart and
Butler and Tom Stamnes.
Sue Heguy.
take place later this week.

Pat Weld Named Winner
Of $100 Scholarship
Saints To Swing
visit.

Patricia Weld is the winner of
a $100 scholarship awarded by
S.U.s journalism department.
She is the second junior to win

PRESENTATION: Lt. Col. Robert K. Lieding presents the sabre (symbol of leadership) to four S.U. battalion commanders (1. to r.) Cadet Majors Bruce Bourgault,Robert Brennan, Stephan Kunath and John Butlak.

Along withStags

Songleaders and Cheerleaders
Chosen for 1962-63 Season

PAT WELD
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Press Club Receives
Approval For Charter

Cuba Sfand:

Students Back Kennedy 100%
By DON HOPPS

For 40 hours, the U.S. has
been hanging in a state of belligerence. The initialshock is gone.
The numb waiting has just begun. We have made our stand.
Now we await the world's decision.
Monday night, while Seattle's
radio and T.V. stations were periodically repeating the President's speech, The Spectator
took the following poll. The crisis was still fresh. The answers
we received to our question:
"What did you think of the
speech?" were given under the
excitement of the event.
Since we did a poll on the
same subject two weeks ago, we
have asked two of the respondees to re-examine their stand
and then compare it with their
previous statement.

PAT O'BRIEN, first humanities, sophomore: In the Oct. 12

issue of The Spectator: "I think
we should view Cuba within the
context of our whole foreign
policy.It would be a mistake if
we let Castro prod us into committing an ill-advised action. I
think Kennedy is correct in moving deliberately. An invasion
would certainly be out of the
question." Monday: "I was impressed. Kennedy, throughout

these

past months,

has acted

with restraint and true courage. Consequently we have
come to the moment of truth
with calmness, knowing we have
no other choice, and conscious

Wednesday, October 24, 1962

The charter for S.U.'s Press Hopps said.
Club was approved by the stuUnder the club's constitution,
dent
senate
last
is only one elected office,
Sunday.
there
that we are acting— not reacting with his stand, but only time
of president. He appoints
that
Hopps,
ACCORDING
to
Don
country."
will tell. All we can do is wait."
—as befits a great
acting president, "This club will the executive officers and committees which will carry out
JIM BRADLEY, senior, mar- benefit the press, the univer- the specific duties.
JIM BERTIN, political scisity
body
and
the
student
as
a
proud.
I
was
keting:
"I am
ence, senior: In the Oct. 12 issue
whole." Through discussion and
CHARTER MEMBERS for
of The Spectator: "I don't think proud when I first heard the investigation, the club hopes to this new organization will be
Kennedy is acting aggressively speech and the more Ihear it,
chosen by the membership comenough. Ithink we should draw the prouder I get. We have provide a better informed staff mittee
upon recommendationof
which will help produce the best
a clear line, and when Castro made a strong, clear stand. The possible publications. "Obvious- the Aegis and Spectator editors.
cannot
for
more.
world
ask
I
steps across eliminate him. We
ly the quality and publications
The Press Club's first meeting
did this once before, during the feel that today the President has
news
staff
reflect
is
scheduled for some time this
upon
of
our
greatness.
brought
the nation to
Guantanamo situation, and he
university and students," month.
our
willing
am
him
Now
I
to
follow
stymied.
should
was
We
be
and support him in anything he
tough all the time."
may ask."
Monday: "Well, two weeks ago
PETE DOYLE, accounting,
Icalled it. Ibelieve we have
finally done the right thing. We junior: "It looks like another
Linda Madden, leader. 2:00
MEN'S LEADERSHIP GROUPS
have finally drawn the line, and Korea. What else? The Russians
p.m., Chieftain lounge, Robin
—All
invited.
now Castro and Russia will have aren't going to let us get away
Rice, Sheila Purcell, leaders.
Wednesday
to dance our tune. It's a tough with it. If it isn't Cuba, it will
Friday
7:30 p.m., Chieftain lounge,
thing, but at least we're calling be Berlin. As Isee it, the Presi1:00 p.m., Chieftain lounge,
Paul Bangasser, leader. 9:00
Mary K. Wood, leader.
the shots."
dent has chosen a course that
p.m., Bellarmine Hall, Chuck
will lead us into some kind of
Butler, leader.
MARY DONOVAN, political conflict. It is inevitable, and I Thursday
LISTENING HOUR
science, sophomore: "It scared am apprehensive.Ibelieve we
Music from 19th century
1:00 p.m., Conference room,
Dan Regis, leader. 9:00 p.m.,
opera will be featured at the
me. But we have to draw the had to do it. But now when the
Bellarmine Hall, Dick Aenis,
line somewhere. The President time comes it is hard. Icannot
music listening hour tomorJim Davis, leaders.
certainly cannot be accused of help but admire the President
row from 2 to 3 p.m. in
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
making a rash move. Yet, here for making such a decision."
Pigott Aud.
AII invited. (Call Rosie
DIANNE WHEELER, busi- GROUPS—
Included in the Listening
we are. And now we have to
chairman, EA 4-6673.)
face the hard cold fact of near ness administration junior: I Lyons,
Hour will be: Overture to
Wednesday
war."
was impressed with the speech
"Hansel and Gretel" by HumNoon, Chieftain lounge, Carol
itself. The President is a fine
perdinck;
PolovetzianDances
p.m.,
Ballangrud, leader. 6:00
MICK McHUGH,first humani- speaker. Iam glad we finally
from Prince Igor," by BoroJoy Miller, leader.
Marycrest,
ties, sophomore: "The impor- took a stand. I'm afraid that we
din; Grand March from
6:30 p.m., Chieftain lounge,
tant thing is not the speech, might even be a little too late.
"Aida" and Prelude to Act
Jan Murphy, leader. 7:00 p.
Rather, it is how we are going Now my feelings conflict. On
I from "La Traviata," by
m., Marycrest, Mary Ann
Verdi; Ride of the Valkyries
Hoare, leader.7:30 p.m., Conto make it stick. And that re- the one hand I'm relieved; but,
mains to be seen. Are we really when Iconsider the gravity of
ference room, Lois Dideon,
from "Die Walkure," and the
leader.
going to sink that Russian ship the situation and the magnitude
prelude to Act 111 from "LohThursday
when she refuses to stop? Yes, of its consequences, Iam worengrin," by Wagner.
1:00 p.m., Chieftain lounge,
the speech was good. Iagree ried.

—

Leadership Meeting Schedule

—

—

Dorm Women Pick
Officers for '62the

Selection of officers in
women's dorms has been completed.
Sue Hackett and Marg Hanks
are senior representatives for
Marian Hall. Junior representatives are Mary Carol Goodman and Joyce Duggan.
Newly elected floor officers of
Xavier'Hall are: Second Floor,
Dorothy Foldes, president; Suellen Lacey, vice president;
Henri Ruef, secretary-treasurer.
Third floor, Grace Erramouspe,
president; Margaret Irwin, vice
president; Jeanne Schlimgen,
secretary; Lana Tutman, treasurer. Fourth floor, Kate Klosterman, president; Claudia
Downes, vice president; Nancy
Flannery, secretary-treasurer.
PRESENT XAVIER Hall ofSandra Rawlins,
chairman; Kathleen Kelly, vicechairman; Sharon Missiaen,
secretary; Margaret R a n e y,
treasurer; Sue Geiger, publicity
director; Carol Caviezel, social
chairman.
Marycrest junior advisorsare:
Third floor, Linda Lowe, Joann
Cereghino. Fourth floor, Patti
Lyons, Peggy Sherry. Fifth
floor, Sherri Doyle, Pat Wand.
Sixth floor, Carol Ann Conroy,
Mary Ann Boyle.
The present Marycrest officers are: Joann Cereghino,
president; Pat Wand, vice president; Mary Ann Boyle, secretary; Peggy Sherry, treasurer;
Carol Ann Conroy, publicity director, and Linda Lowe, social
chairman, will be in office until
winter quarter when freshmen
will be elected.
Fifth floor of Marycrest will
sponsor a social in November
which will be open to all students. Sixth floor will have an
open house for Marycrest residents, Nov. 25. A popcorn and
card party, also for Marycrest
residents, is planned by third
floor. Fourth floor will formalize Sunday dinners with the
addition of music and flowers,
according to Joann Cereghino,

ficers are:

president.
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The Omegas:

Student Editor Fired Trio Appears on 'Amateur Hour'
At Colorado University
By RANDY

LUMPP

Early September: Editor of
C.U. Daily (Gary Althen) editorially hopes football team loses
games. Colorado political figures

take sides.

Sept. 21: Article by student appears calling Sen. Goldwater "a

murderer."

Sept. 26: President of University
(Quigg Newton), Althen apologize

to Goldwater.
Sept. 27: Board of student publications permits Althen to remain

editor under conditions.
Sept. 28: Regents vote all-out
probe of Daily.
Goldwater
Oct. 3: Newton accuses"Senator,
I
of trying to run C.U.
will not silence them."
by
In the same week: Letter
same student appears uncomplimentary to Pres. Eisenhower.
Oct. 11: Editorial advocates admission of Red China to U.N.
Oct. 12: Newton recommends
board fire Editor Althen.
Oct. 12: Request rejected.
Oct. 17: Newton fires Althen by
executive action.
Oct 17: Student senate votes referendum deploring Newton's action.
speak
Oct. 18: Newton says he'll
Oct.
23.
firing
on
Oct. 24: ?

Last week the editor of
the Colorado Daily was
fired by the president of
the university.
THE ACTION occurred
after a stormy month of
a
conflict which reached
notoriety
widespread
of
state
throughout Colorado and on the
national level. editor, Gary AlThe Daily's
Colothen 21, of Wheat Ridge,
rado first caused concern

among students and regents in

an editorial which expressed
hope that the school's footupcoming
ball team Jose their
games. The real meaning, according to Akhen, of the widely
statement was to
misconstrued the
C.U. adminissuggest that
tration might take a thoughtful
at
look at the state of athletics
faced with a losC U if it was
ing team. C.U.'s football program was blasted last year
disafter illegal practices were
covered in the team's management. Editor AJthen's contention
did
Was that the state of affairs
improvement
sufficient
not show
of the evils Which were at the
heart of the problem.
AN IRATE Republican candiof redate for the C.U. board fracas
gents jumped into the
Althen's
with assertions thatteam
was
attitude towardthusthedragging
the
un-American,
controversy into the Colorado
political picture. Other candidates from both parties and an
ex-chief justice of the Colorado
Supreme Court snapped up the
Opportunity to exploit the issue.
No sooner had this matter
passed the lips of the more avid
participants when Althen pubC.U. philished an article by a Mitcham,
losophy major, Carl
of Midland, Texas, which severely criticized national figures
and calledU.S. Sen. Barry Goldwater "a fool, a mountebank, a
murderer, no better than a com-

the conditions prescribed by
them. At the same time the university's disciplinary commitee
prepared for action against the
author of the article.
C.U. President Quigg Newton,
the board of publications and
Althen dispatched apologies to
Goldwater, who in turn slashed
back at the Daily and C.U. Althen accepted full responsibility for the article stating in a
front page "letter" to Goldwater that the passages in question
were "crude, intemperate and

false."

RESPONDING to the challenge, the Denver Post, which
had stated a few weeks earlier
concerning the football furor
that "The errors of college editors will not undermine the republic" finally decidedthat philosophical essay or not, the students had gone too far.
At the same time the C.U.
board of regents voted an all
out probe of the Daily. They
suggested too that the board of
student publications make some
provision for teaching those connected with student publications something about "libel,
taste and responsibility."
SEN. GOLDWATER, not fully
satisfied with the apologies,
attacked the university, questioning the climate which would
allow such things to happen. He
also concluded that Newton
didn't know or care enough
about what was going on at the
school to be in his position.
Newton blasted back with the
accusation that Goldwater was
trying to control thought, and
that he would have those who
did not agree with him silenced.
"Senator, I shall not silence
them," Newton declared.
During the same week author
Mitcham sharpened his pen and
took another lance at public figures, this time at President
Eisenhower and President Kennedy. The new attack was in
the form of a lengthy letter to
the editor which reasserted his
earlier views. Althen published
the letter.

By MARY SPIERS
S.U. has acquired a talented
trio to add to the roster of
entertainers already enrolled.
The Omegas Sue Cherberg,
Janet Barnes and Linda Robinson—a freshman vocalist group
from Seattle, were televised
Oct. 14 on the Ted Mack Amateur Hour originating from the
World's Fair Opera House.
Out of 2,000 acts auditioned
from the Northwest area, the
Omegas were one of the 18 acts
chosen. They were received enthusiastically at the OperaHouse
and were reviewed by C. K.
Skreen of the Seattle Times as
"a trio that shows big-time
promise,""the outstanding act,"
with, "a style reminiscent of the
recording industry's better distaff singing groups."
THE OMEGAS agreed that
appearing on the Amateur Hour
was "hard work, but the thrill
and excitement of being on
nation-wide television made it
worthwhile."
The girls began singing together in sophomore year at
Holy Names Academy in Seattle, performing for a talent
show. After this they sang at
various functions until they were
noticed at a Bon Marche theaterparty by PaulaBane, Broadway musical star, who took
them under her management.
The trio is coached in harmony by Mr. Carl A. Pitzer,
S.U.'s choral director. Their

—

Town Girls Slate
Tour for Sunday

ing, according to Althen.
Students, led by Mitcham, promon criminal."
tested
the editor's firing en
THIS WAS brought to Gold- masse outside Newton's home,
editor
by
the
Water's attention
bearingsigns which read: "Senof a rival campus newspaper. ator, Iwill not silence them."
The article brought statewide
criticism of the Daily and a deTHE SAME DAY the student
mand by Goldwater for a public senate met and voted 13-3 to
retraction. Goldwater also asked hold a student referendum dethat Mitcham be suspended ploring the manner in which
from the university.
Althen was fired and requestThe C.U. board of student ingreconsideration.Newton said
publications was called into ses- that he would speak on the subsion to determine action in Al- ject of the dismissal Oct. 23.
then's case. The decision of the
The final outcome of the conboard was to let Althen continue
as editor if he complied with troversy is as yet undetermined.

music is arranged by Betty Hall
Jones who has appeared at the
Sorrento Hotel's "Top O' the

ACCORDING to Paulette
Byrne and CeCe Sinnette, cochairmen of the event, the afternoon wiH include visits to
the Government Locks, the
Floating Bridge and the U.W.
campus.
After the tours, there will be
an informal punch and cookies
session at Marycrest. A skit also
will be included in the program.

I Block east of campus on Madison

10% Dry Cleaning Discount

2 Hour Service

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
MOTOR WORK
BODY WORK
BRAKES
PA'NTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050

w

Avoid Long Lines
and a Long Waif

J-;k5

Serving Your
Auto Needs:

JOE

SHERIFF'S

Town."
The Omegas also entertained
Friday at Las Vegas Night.

JEWEL CLEANERS

Town Girls will host tours of
Seattle next Sunday, Oct. 28,
from noon to 4:30 p.m. Called
"Around the Town with Townies," these tours are to acquaint
the freshmen from out of state
with some of the top tourist attractions of our city.

FOLLOWING this incident,
Newton recommended to the
board of student publications
that Althen be fired. The board
met and decided 4-2 to reject
AMPLE transportation will be
the president's request.
provided by the Town Girls, as
Five days later, on Oct. 17, car caravans are arranged.
Newton called Althen to his office and handed him a short
GOLF, TENNIS MEETING
letter stating that as president
There will be a meeting of
university
he
was
disof the
all prospective golf and tenmissing Althen, "effective imnis players tomorrow at 12: 30
mediately." Newton explained
p.m. in the gym, according
his
action
was
what
he
that
to Barney Koch, intramural
termed "in the best interests of
director.
the university."

ALTHEN, however, was not
so sure that it was in the best
interest of the school and he
registered surprise that "President Newton has acted against
the will of the student body, the
board of publications, the faculty senate, and the board of
regents." He stated that he was
considering "possible courses of
action." At least three members
of the Daily staff indicated they
would resign following his fir-

AMATEUR HOUR performers were (from 1.) Janet

Barnes, Susan Cherbergand Linda Robinson.

—
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Have your picture
taken now 3rd floor
L A. Building
9-12:30; 1-2:30

lasf Week for
Aegis Pictures

RICHFIELD

" Motor Tune Up
" Electrical
" Light Repair
"
" Brakes
Lubrication

Just across from Chieftain

llth&E.Madison

KENNELL ELLIS
1426 5th Ave.

MA 4-5535
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Cheese Does It!
...

but
We've heard about people being camera shy
say
should
Actually
we
(or
cheese).
this takes the cake
they
is
the
word
"peaches"
takes
the
because
that
that it
are using this year. The trouble is that we don't think
very many people would catch the point.
ACTUALLY IT isn't much of a joke: the number of
persons who have had their pictures taken for the annual is 300less than it was at this time last year.
The absolute deadline is 2:30 p.m. Friday. Even if you
hay€ managed to make it to the line by then, the doors
will close promptly, no doubt leaving latecomers disappointed.
THE USE of the word peaches facilitates the smile.
Consequently the process of recording the puss for posterity is quite painless. So slip into your light-colored
sweater (ladies) and your dark sport coat and tie (others) and whisk yourselves up to the third floor of the
L.A. 81dg.... TODAY.
SPECTATOR STAFF
SECRETARY: Kaethe Ellis.
NEWS: Chuck Butler, Carol Caviezel, Doreen Centioli, Lois Dorn,
Verna Espinosa, Fred Farley, Tim Kaufman, Dave McDermott,Michael
Parks. Ruth Polhemus, Henri Ruef, Mary Spiers, Pat Taylor, Mary
Vermilya, Sandy Voolich.
FEATURE: Steve Barlow, Patricia Brady, Suzanne Green, JimHeadley, Paul Hill, Ann Huetter, Jack McGann, Linda Madden, John Sut-

land, Chuck Verharen, Valeric Volta, Steve Whipple.
SPORTS: Sid Clark, Terry Dodd, Bob Jordan, Jim Jorgenson, Chuck
Owen, Don Spadoni, Bruce Thompson, Bruce Walker.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ann Curfman, John Herriges, John Peyton, Mike
Ronyak, Denny Ryan, Jerry Sheehan, Alex Sinclair, Jim Spencer.

Tom Weindel.
COPY: Vince Bartram, Karen Gazarek, Tim Kaufman, Jerry Lemmon, Henri Ruef, Mary Vermilya, Claire Wildgen.

ROTC Awards Continued

(Continued from page 1)
the beginning of camp may gain
recommendation by exhibiting
superior qualities during the sixweek program. All recommendations are subject to the final
approval of Col. Lieding, who
this year appointed 13 senior
cadets. This is the maximum
number allowed by the standards of the U.S. Army, which
sets 33 per cent of the enrolled
senior cadets as the limit to be
namec for this honor.
Upon graduation, DMS recipients are given a personal certificate as Distinguished Military Graduates by the commandinggeneral of the 6th U.S.
Army.
IN ADDITION to the DMS
awarcs, other presentations
made today include annual honors by S.U.'s ROTC department.
Cadet Maj. Brennan, who was
the outstanding cadet at Fort
Lewis this summer, will receive
recognition as the outstanding
S.U. cadet at the 11:10 a.m.
drill.

The physical fitness award
will go to Cadet Maj. Wilber
at the 1:10 p.m. drill. Wilber
scored a perfect 500 points on
the physical fitness test at summer camp. ROTC officers pointed out that very few cadets in
the entire country achieve such
a score.
CADET CAPTAINS Patnode
and Kunath will be awarded the
school's trophy as outstanding
rifleman, since both tied for a
score of 84 out of 112. By Army
standards, an "expert rifleman"
is one who achieves a score of

Vincere aut Vinci

Sounding Board is an opinion column which is open

for student comment pertaining to issues on the campus,
local or international level. The opinions are personal
and in no way reflect the policy of the paper or the
By STEVE WHIPPLE
A subtle drug is seeping into S.U. Its influence threatens to destroy the university's most

—

valuable product the educated graduate. This
drug is the slackeneddemand for evidence of the
student's ability to express himself coherently in
written assignments, oral discussion and essay
exams. It may not impede the development of
students who are adept at taking notes and multiple-guess exams, but it can contribute nothing
to the formation of that facility and lucidity of
expression without which no one can be consid-

ered truly educated.

KNOWLEDGE without the power of expression or the ability to communicate, is, to a great
extent, worthless. Indeed, we don't really begin
to understand our knowledge and convictions
until we demonstrate them to another. Further,
we cannot convince another by fiat. Acquiescence may be gained but not agreement. The
latter can be obtained only through argument—
and that is impossible without the art of expression. Thus, unless a man be possesed of a rather large army, a mastery of the art of expression is indispensable.
The lack of cultivation of this art lies partially

POSTMARKED

DRIVE-IN

—
FISH & CHIPS

Featuring

SHAKES
BURGER IN A BASKET
15th & E. Madison

as\s

or

of

that the column be type-

500 and a minimum of 200
words. We reserve the right to shorten as space permits
written in a maximum

hold for future editions.

in the circumstances of the age, the growing
disproportion of students to teachers allowing
less and less time to the correction and criticism of such efforts of study. Perhaps, too, it is
partially due to an unconscious neglect.
THE SITUATION, however, is not hopeless.
There are several possibilities open to students
who realize that the road to excellence requires
an expenditureof effort on the part of the travler. One is through The Spectator, either by
working on the paper or by contributing letters
to the editor or the "Sounding Board." Another
is through the Writer's Club. Its membersdevote
their Tuesday afternoon meetings to discussion
of literary topics and criticism of each other's
work. Also, there is ample opportunity for oral
expression, either via the Debate Team or the
Saturday Night Discussions sponsored by the
ASSU Cultural Committee.
THE RESPONSIBILITY and the decision for
attaining a complete education rests with each
individual. Those who make the effort to set
forth their own ideas and to encounter the
thoughts of others, whether by writing or discussion, will find that the reward does, too.

Medicare, Poll Questioned;

READER Y.R. Ad Draws Skepticism
Dear Editor:

Iread the interviews with various people on campus aboutMedicare, and, as usual, my blood
pressure went into orbit. It is the
duty of a college student to keep
himself informed; but some of
these opinions sounded like the
ivory-tower theorizing of the Madison Avenue advisers to the President. One would think we were
discussing the fate of nameless
scarecrows rather than the care
offered to the wretched survivors
of our bravenew world.

Security nor any health insurance
will provide adequate humanitar-

County Commissioner in the First
District.

ian medical care for them, because health insurance is too exNOW IWOULD assume that
pensive for them; and Social Se- John Fattorini, president of the
curity payments, if made in pro- Young Republicans, conducted a
portion to their wages, would be poll or survey to arrive at this
figure. This extremely high pertoo small.
centage seems rather incongruous
Does Mr. Kennedy think thathis when the reader considers certain
bill would correct such problems? facts:
It would only compound the felFirst, that there are more than
ony. Until such a time that we 1,000
S.U. students living in the
dispense
can
medicine onan indi- campus
dormitories, and that the
basis,
vidual
Medicare will not be
these are stumedical care in reality, but will vast majority of
remain merely a political concept. dents from out of state, and thus
are not particularly interested in
ANYONE WHO thinks that the
WHAT WE REALLY need is a King County politics.
Kerr-Mills Bill is adequate ought
plan of educating and trainto be sentenced to at least two broad
that the membership
of ofSECOND,
weeks of hard labor at King Coun- ing a far larger percentage
the Young Democrats is more
wage-earners
low-income
bracket
ty Hospital. Let him scrub the
twice the membership of the
into higher paying jobs, so that than
dirty halls, floors and walls in they
Young Republicans.
self-sustaining.
Only
can
be
those dreary wards; let him abWhen the reader has considered
to help themsorb the callousness and laxity of when we help people
selves can we get away from these facts, he would realize that
the underpaid, overworked, case- these
experiments in the statement that 93.9 per cent
hardened employees there. Let medicalstop-gap
of S.U. students support the Recare.
him witness the despair of the
Instead of stuffing up the rat- publican candidate for a King
grey-faced welfare patients. Let hole,
we should get the rat; in- County office is ludicrous in the
him check over the pharmaceutiof treating the effect, we extreme.
cal list of medicines allowed pa- stead
should eliminate the cause.
tients by the powers that be.
I, FOR ONE, am very anxious
Linda Hayes
to see a breakdown of Mr. FatHe will not find any of the
torini's survey. Iknow I speak
newer preventative medicines Dear Editor:
Isay that,
there. They are all 19th century
In the Oct. 19 issue of The for many others when
we see this breakdown, we
curatives in effect, they bar the Spectator, the Young Republican until
both the
stable door with a loose bolt after Club of S.U. ran a full-page ad will tend to believe that
the horse is stolen. They are sup- stating that 93.9 per cent of S.U. percentage and the poll were
posed to cure all diseases, even students are supporting Johnny pulled out of Mr. Fattorini's hat.
Jerry Flynn
those not heaid of in the 19th O'Brien, Republican candidate for

" " "

—

century.

The pharmaceutical list is the
bane of most good doctors. It is
made up by penny-pinching bureaucrats who do not consider the
medical needs of the individual.
Whatever cures one is supposed
to be able to cure all.

ALLOW ME to disillusion him
64.
further about the permanence of
Col. Lieding presented awards the situation. According to income
at the 7:40 a.m. drill. Presenting tax figures, 41 per cent of our
wage-earners still have less than
awards at the 11:10 a.m. drill $2,000
per annum. Neither Social
will be Maj. Gen. Francis M.
McGoldrick, commanding general of Fort Lawton and 10th
U.S. Army Corps. Col. Harry C.
Brindle, deputy commanding
general of the 10th Corps will
present awards at the 1:10 p.m.
drill.
The ASSU appropriation for
1962-63 was approved by the
student senate Sunday:

KEITH'S

school. The Spectator

ASSU BUDGET
FOR 1962-1963
, ,

Leadership

Conference

1961-62
Allotment
$ 75.00

1962-63
Allotment
S 75.00

301.48
500.00

400.00
2,000.00

Cheerleaders'
Uniforms
Office Expense

Officers'
Scholarships

..

738.00

1.110.00

2M1.00
Frosh Orientation
1.000.00
Junior Class
Cafeteria Expense ..
77.00

1.000.00

$2,941.48

34.915.00

Ceneral Fund
Totals

250.00
80.00

658.52

4.474.01

.f3.G00.00

$9,389.01

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Song
Is Ended
the
After

and all the dazzle was

on the pride of Seattle

Sunday, the gates closed

gone.

It's All Over:

Campus Crossroads

te

Loyolan(Loyola Universityof Los Angeles)
Amendments to the ASLU constitution went before the student
ly for vote Oct. 9. Among the main proposals were several relating directly to the judicial system. These resulted from investigation of the judicial systems of nearly40 universities by the attorney
general of the student body. Points include codification of the
law and by-laws; clarification of basic procedure; improvementof
the selection of justices (it was recommended that candidates be
tested regarding their competence in ASLU law and procedure),
and reduction of the present two-court system to one court, handling all cases. "These proposals will allow Loyola students to administer and enforce the laws they have passed for the benefit of the

student body."
The Varsity News (University of Detroit)
A new-look student union was ready for returning students this
fall. A "Rathskeller" replaced the old snack bar. Piped-in music,
tablecloths, pizza served after 7 p.m. and a "Fireside Room" for
private functions and cafeteria overflow are other features.
The Daily (University of Washington)
A political union is beginning its first full year of operation this
quarter after a sputtering start last spring. Five caucuses— the

Socialist, Democratic, Independent,Republican and Conservative
—make up the Union. Each group delves into a student appropriation fund, to bring speakers and hold campus discussions. The

groups also band together to sponsor well-known speakers and
politicalpersonalities who come to campus
All registered students are eligible for caucus activities or Union adminstrative
work.
The Hoya (GeorgetownUniversity)
Off-campus students were greeted this fall by Fr. Armand Guicheteau, S.J., a "roving off-campus prefect." His motto "Peace
between the Town and the Gown," and his role— surveillance over
the students living off campus as a result of lack of university

...

—

campus living space.

The Creightonian (Creighton University)
Among 36 resolutions submitted by the Student Leadership Conference, approved by the Student Board of Governors and given to
the president of the University, are these: That all dorms designate study rooms and that one of these be used as a typing room;
that a literary magazine, separate from The Creightonian, be established; that the philosophy of morality and the philosophy of
conduct be merged into a single three-hour course so that the student would be able to select, as an elective, an additional upperdivision course in order to fulfill his graduationrequirement, and
that activity cards should be worth a specified amount which
could be spent at the holder's discretion rather than used for specific events.

-30-

for Seattle World's Fair

attle was a deserted ghost town.
The wind whistled down the
empty avenues, blowing sodden
tickets and paper past the
boarded-up booths.
The sky was still blue, but the
balloons were lying in ripped,
MONDAY, THE pride of Se- sad patches and the only sounds
were those of hammers and the
low whine of trucks as they
moved out of the grounds, taking pieces of magic with them.
"That old gravy train is over
with now," said one of the workmen. He laughed when he said
it, but nobody laughed back.
By LARRY JASENKO
Even
the workers spoke in
children
."
you
"Unless
become as small
voices. They worked
hushed
An out-of-the-way Lancashire farm and a drizzly quickly and quietly, like people
grey climate is the setting for Whistle Down the Wind. anxious to be away from a dying thing.
(Pathe-American) an English
import film, which has drawn shire, boy named Alan Barnes
THE PLAZA of the States
as much criticism as it has adroitlyplays the role of doubtstill and quiet in the late
biging
scarcely
Thomas.
He
is
stood
simple
The
is
as
story
viewers.
as one found in the Gospels and ger than a minute but is prob- afternoon sun. No brightly
whipped in the
is meant to be as effective. ably one of the most taking colored flags poles
stuck like
The
breeze.
young
actors
ever
to
come
Three farm children caring across the screen.
gleaming sceptres into the sky,
for a batch of kittens hidden in
empty and meaningless.
their father's barn suddenly
The International Fountain, its
FORBES,
BRYAN
celebrated
discover an escaped murderer as a screenwriter, has made his rocks still damp from a summer
whom they believe to be Jesus directorial debut with Whistle of shimmering beauty, looked
Christ returned to earth.
Down the Wind. Judging by the like a sleeping armadillo, drysize and number of audiences, ing itself in the sun. Torn bits
AGAINST an English jazz his picture is a success. His of red and orange leaves were
rendition of "We Three Kings," outstanding work with the chil- alreadychoking its austere lovethe story moves on to conflict dren, of which there is a host, liness.
and climax with the children at- should be recognized. He also
AS THE SHADOWS lengthtempting to keep "the Grown- should be complimented and
ened,
they hid the cluttered,
ability
bringthanked
for
his
in
up" away from their Christ.
They believe that if He is dis- ing to the screen a story of such empty grounds. Only the lovely,
covered and captured, the same direct religious content without sweeping lines of the buildings
were left, and the visitor was
fate that He suffered 2,000 the usual pious dribble and sen- glad
to go. It was over.
timentality.
years ago will befall Him.
Alan Bates shows little acting
ability as the fugitive, but his
part asks for little. Hayley Mills
displays her familiar and irresistable charm as the oldest and
Every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
most believing of the children.
A six-year-old, thickly York-

By JUDY KING
"It's like a city, a dazzling,
exciting, make-believe city inside a city." This came from
a visitor to the Seattle World's
Fair Sunday. It was the final
day of make-believe and the
grounds were packed with a hol-

iday-mood crowd. The sounds
of excited voices and shrill
laughter floated up past the observation deck of the Space
Needle with the C-21 balloons
and disappeared into a blue sky.

Movie Review:

'Whistle Down Wind'
.

.

STEAK DAY

Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries

$1.00

The Cottage
15th and E. Madison

"Guild Opticians"
CENTRAL

328 4th & Pike Bldg.
MAiit 2-7458

BALLARD
1701 MarketStreet

S.W. 144th & Ambaum Way

SU 4-0700

CHerry 3-8998

BURIEN

UNIVERSITY
1301 East 45th
MElrose 3-3710

The Inland Steel Company, East Chicago, Indiana, invites you
to investigate the many career opportunities available. Our
representative will be on your campus on Friday, November
2nd. Contact Dean David W. Schroeder for an appointment.

P. J. Case,

I

Where "TASTE" iithe difference

)n Broadway off Olive

Way

Plants
Corsages
Bouquets

1963
Electrical Mechanical and
Civil Engineers

Florist

INLAND STEEL COMPANY

"Flowers for Every Occasion"

EAST CHICAGO, INDIANA

1014 Madison St.
MA 3-7243

INDtANA HARBOR WORKS

_

ST?*\
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SENATOR MAGNUSON DAY
at

S.U. OCTOBER 25
Public Address
7:45a.m. Pigott Aud.
Meet Sen. Magnuson 8:30 a.m. Chieftain
«;■ It

iI»M

'

iBflH^S:

RE-ELECT MAGNUSON DEMOCRAT

Keep Washington State Moving

RE-ELECT SEN. MAGNUSON
Sponsored By Seattle U. Young Democrats
Paid Political Advertisement by S.U.Y.D.'s
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Frank Michael Story:

Bad Luck Lucky for S. U.
ing a high school football team,
has played an astounding brand
of intramural football at S.U.
and watches and talks football
at every opportunity.

By JIM HALEY

Horses are shot when they
break a leg. The S.U. baseball

team should be grateful that
they don't do the same to athletes.
Frank Michael, shifty infielder and hefty bat-swinger for
the S.U. baseballers, did break
his leg and the injury was at
least partly responsible for the
athlete's coming to S.U.

"I BROKE my foot in a high
school football game," said Michael, "and Iguess Ilost a little
desire for the game. Ihad a
chance for athletic scholarships
to Dartmouth and Wyoming, but
Ijust didn't take them up."
FRANK MICHAEL
Consequently the 22-year-old
education major came to S.U. I want to go into the city
and eventually figured promin- schools."
ently with Eddie O'Brien's baseMICHAEL GRADUATED
ball squad.
O'Dea High School in '58,
Michael was disappointed in from
grads still talk about
and
O'Dea
his first season of baseball with Frank Michael on both the diahis
S.U. When he tried out in
gridiron.
sophomore year, he was cut mond and the
spite
In
of the loss of any
from the varsity squad.
chance for fame on the football
FAILURE TO MAKE the field, Michael has never perteam that year didn't disillusion manently lost his fervor for the
Michael. He went to Everett game. Presently, he is an ascoach for his
Junior College in spring quar- sistant football
ter, 1960, and played ball for the alma mater, O'Dea, and is in
Everett team. The next year charge of the J.V. team.
he came back to S.U. and led
THE P.E. MAJOR learned
the team in batting with a .413
much of his football under
average.
coach,
Last spring his teammates O'Dea's rugged football
"I
a lot
Paul
McGuire.
learned
voted Michael the "Hustle
He did quite
Award" for his efforts that sea- from McGuire.
a bit for me and Inever reson.
The S.U. senior is majoring gretted playing under him.
in physical education and mi- What I do regret is quitting
noring in math. "I'd like to football."
But in spirit Michael never
coach high school football when
Iget out of school. If possible did quit football. He is coach-

Sailors Place Third
In Weekend Regatta
The S.U. Yacht Club placed third in a field of six
in the North American Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association regatta on Lake Washington last Saturday and
Sunday.

The U.W.-sponsored regatta was won by the University of British Columbia which
compiled 70 points. The U.W. ter the regatta, it was ancame in second with 66 points, nounced that the Association
and a 48-point total entitled the championships will be March 2S.U. sailors to a third-place tro- 3 in Bellingham.
Other Association regattas in
which S.U. will participate are
A LACK of winds Saturday slated for Nov. 17-19 against
prevented completion of the re- U.B.C. in Vancouver and Feb.
gatta that day. More blustery 2-3 against U.P.S. in Tacoma.
winds on Sunday made better
sailing weather, especially for
the S.U. camp which turned in
three second places, a third and
a fourth.

S.U. skippers who sailed in
the regatta are Jerry O'Hogan,
Mike Solon and Vince Muscolo.
OTHER SCHOOLS which participated in the racing were the
University of Puget Sound,
Western Washington and Reed
College.
At an Association meeting af-

THE S.U. SENIOR is cadeting this quarter at Washington
Junior High. He has in his
charge two seventh grade math
classes and will teach P.E.
next quarter.
Michael was married in September to Hilda Williams, an
S.U. education major, and is
now living in West Seattle.
His 3.00 gpa and athletic
ability figured in his selection
last year to Alpha Sigma Nu,
men's Jesuit honorary society.

HERE WE COME: Wastemaker back Bill .Meyer (r.)
runs for a gainer against the Shamrocks in intramural
action last week. From left are Dan Salceda, Pete Ferrai,
Ron Jacobson, Tom Clair, Hank Hopkins, Tom Finn and
Rich DeMartini (on the ground).

Wastemakers. Boys:

Undefeated Grid Teams Score Victories

By CHUCK OWEN
Bob Neubauer's Boys rolled
to their third straight Western
League victory by downing the
Barflies, 42-0, and the Wastemakers picked up their second
Eastern League win without a
loss in a 22-8 decision over the
Sexless Six.
Friday, the Colts outlasted the
Barflies 13-8 and the Hoosiers
beat the Menehunes 34-0.
IN YESTERDAY'S first game,
Harry Lambro returned the
opening kickoff 70 yards for a
touchdown to open the scoring
parade. The Boys failed to convert.
Five minutes into the game,
Don Conner broke loose on a
20-yard touchdown gallop. The
conversion was good on a pass
from Conner to Jack Fitterer.
Three minutes before the half
ended, a 7-yard pass, from Fitterer to Ed McDaniels, was good
for another touchdown. The attempted conversion failed and
the halftime score read 20-0.
THE SECOND HALF was only
four minutes old when Neubauer hit Conner on a 30-yard
pass play good for six more
points, and the score read 2C-0.
Two minutes later, Bill Wilber
blunted an attempted Barfly
drive by intercepting a pass and
scampering 50 yards for a score.
The scoring ended on a Neubauer to Fitterer pass, and the
same combo clicked again for
the two-pointer. The final score
was 42-0 with the Boys on top.
YESTERDAY'S SECOND
game between the Wastemakers
and the Sexless Six was a close

contest until midway through
the second half. Eleven minutes
into the first half Gary Capps
returned a short Sexless Six
punt 30 yards for a touchdown.
The conversion was good on a
pass from Bill Meyer to Tom

Clair.

With a minute left to go in
the half, the Sexless Six fought
back for their first touchdown
to tie the game. Bruce Walker
hit Gerry Grundorfer with an
eight-yard pass for the touchdown and the same play clicked
for the tying two points.
TEN MINUTES into the second half, Meyer put the ball
across from eight yards out,
and the conversion was good to
put the Wastemakers ahead lfi-8.
The Wastemakers scored once
more with 30 seconds to go on
a "lonely end" pass play from
Meyer to Clair that covered CO
yards. The conversion was no

makers.
In Friday's action, the Colts
won their first game of the year
by nipping the Bariiies, while
the Hoosiers continued undefeated.

FRANK KAUTZMAN kicked
the first field goal of the season, a 25-yarder, to pace the
Colt victory over the Barflies,

13-8. Pat Connolly connected on
five touchdown and two conversion passes to lead the Hoosier
win, 34-0, over the Menehunes.
Monday's scheduled contest between the Hoosiers and Shamrocks was won by the Hoosiers
on a forfeit.
This Friday's action will put
the Tartars against the Geldings in the afternoon's first
game, to be followed by a contest between the Menehunes and
the Shamrocks.
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Serve God as a

HOLY CROSS BROTHER

in Teaching and related
fields
CONTACT:
Brother Gilbert Burke, CSC.
Notre Dame High School
13685 Riverside Drive
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

counTy

chef

FREE BOOSTER BUTTONS AT
CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS

232 Broadway E.

BETWEEN HALVES...

get that refreshing new feeling

with Coke!

Bottled under authority of
The Coca-Cols Company b)

PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Seattle. Woshwgton
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Official Notice

Smoke Signals
"World Refugees," 2 p.m., Pigott
Aud.

Today
Reminder

Meetings

Aegis pictures: 9 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and 1 to 2:30 p.m., 3rd floor
lounge, LA Bldg. $1.50 for 4 poses.
Women in light sweaters; men in
dark sport coats, white shirts, ties.

Activities
U.N. Day sponsoredby MUN as
a part of MUN Week. A special
Mass will be offered at noon in
the Chieftain lounge. Movies begin at 12:45 p.m. in the Chieftain

Wednesday, October 24,1962

I.K. meeting, 7:30 p.m., LA 202.

CCD Committee for Blind, 7:30
p.m., LA 212.
CCD Committeefor Exceptional
Children, 7:30 p.m., Sodality ofFriday
fice.
Bannan
Club,
Yacht
8 p.m.,
Last day for Aegis pictures: 9
501.
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1 to 2:30
Activities Board meeting, 7:30 p.m. Picture taking will stop
p.m., Conference room.
promptly at 2:30. Pictures will
not be taken of those who are
Tomorrow
still waiting at that time.
Reminders
Folk Music Concert sponsored
Aegis pictures: 9 a.m. to 12:30 by MUN, 7:30 p.m., Pigott Aud.
p.m. and 1 to 2:30 p.m., 3rd floor Special student rate for both conlounge, LA BIdg. $1.50 for 4 poses. cert and Soph-Frosh dance, $1.50.
Women in light sweaters; men in Tickets available at the door and
dark sport coats, whiteshirts, ties. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. daily in
Chieftain.

Students who desire to change
schools or majors are requested
to file the official change form
with the Office of the Registrar.
Official changes of schools ormajors received before Dec. 5 will
be processed prior to winter quarter, 1962. Changes received after
this date will be delayed until
after winter quarter registration
has been completed.
Mary Alice Lee

IN THE ROOM adjoining the
gallery, people work all hours
amid the organized litter of
potters' wheels, clay, plaster
bats and ceramics in every
shape and stage of finish, adding an informal, if not unique,
atmosphere to the gallery.
The work on display is that
of Mr. Levine, Jerald Beames
and Marvin Herard. The show
includes contemporary sculpture, mostly in bronze, and
sketches, ranging from the naturalistic to non-representational.

" Registrar
" "

Consult the bulletin board or
the fall quarter 1962
schedule for deadline dates for official withdrawals:
The last day to withdraw with
a grade of "W" is Friday, Oct.
26. The last date to withdraw officially (grade "PW") is Wednesday, Nov. 28. No withdrawals are
permitted after Nov. 28. A grade
of "EW" which is computed as an
"E" in your g.p.a. will be entered
on records of students who do not
officially withdraw.
Withdrawals are official when
the student files the approved
withdrawalcard with the Office of
the Registrar and pays the Withdrawal Fee of $1 at the Treasurer's Office by 4:30 p.m. of the last
withdrawal date. Cards or fees
are not accepted after that deadline.
Mary AliceLee
your copy of

" Registrar
" "

-

Students who have INCOMPLETES from spring and summer quarters 1962, must officially remove the "I" grade by
Oct. 26.
lounge.
Obtain the IncompleteRemoval
Ira Hirschmann will speak on
card from the Office of the Registrar, pay the removal fee of $5 at
the Office of the Treasurer, complete the class work and submit
the Removal Card to your instructor. The instructor will enter
Meeting
the grade and return the card
to the Registrar. INCOMPLETE
Reminder
Alpha Sigma Nu meeting, noon,
REMOVAL CARDS BEARING
P 305.
Tickets for ASSU cultural com- THE GRADE EARNED WILL
By PENNY GILL
Philosophy review in prepara- mittee lecture series on sale daily NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM
tion for philosophy comprehen- in Chieftain until Oct. 31. Advance STUDENTS.
The Phoenix, a new art gal- sive,
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in LA 124.
To be considered official, the
lery, has opened at 916 E. Pike They will continue
every Tuesday sale price for all three speakers Incomplete Removal card is to
St., just off Broadway, and is and Thursday night until the time is $3. For faculty and students be on file in the Office of the
sponsored by Phillip Levine, of the examination.
only.
Registrar by Oct. 26 or the grade
Seattle sculptor. The gallery is
situated in the front portion of
the building where Levine
teaches ceramics and drawing.

Artists Open
New Gallery

of "E" will automatically be entered on the student's record.
Mary Alice Lee

"

" "

Registrar

All pre-major students are instructed to consult the University
bulletin boards for the names of
their advisers. The list is also
posted in all residence halls.
Office of the Registrar

Pall Mall Presents

GIRL WATCHER'S GUIDE
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OF THE non-representational
the S.U. art
department, seems to dominate
the show by his versatility both
in quality and quantity.
work, Herard, of

The show is pleasantly small
and the viewer can leave with
definite impressions rather than
the often-felt confusion of viewing a large display or gallery.
The proposed display will continue for four weeks.
The gallery opened recently
and is now open to the public
from noon to 5 p.m. daily and
on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 7-10 p.m.

SPEC GETS AROUND
Eager readers receive The
Spectator in 25 states, D.C.,
8.C., Ontario, Mexico and
France. Parents from Rock
Springs, Wyo., to Bellingham,
Wash., from Falls Church, Va.,
to Honolulu, Ha., from Fullerton, Calif., to Seward, Alas.,

have subscribed.

Paid subscriptions total 313,
about 60 more than last year at
this time. Subscriptions for parents in the U.S. are still $2.75.

WANT ADS
CAF'fTOL MILL— Spa cluus.
fully funiislii'f) find decoi
four ruoiii upurtmurU. Suitable
!■"!■ tWD 01
nilB priinn,.
Ol) lui-llne nt-ur bliopplni:. $115.
EA 4«4fl9.
Oi'l'OlMUNITY TO EARN at
l<- .1.1 SIOO .1> r»'|nr>'u'ntutiVH Dl
1IMK, Inc. Coilejie Bureau sell■ i pitons to T IM E.
IIII- nnil .SIJDRTS II I
7 RATED ai ipei Uil studwil
■

Nn praVlOUl fxperience
DSCSIMry; nn pupfrwork or
D.lllnjtt involved, no constant -nrod's,

lidtatlon required;

Free felling

supiillefi. liljoral cumnii.r.n'ii-.
11ib iujiti ihroujijhout the schnol
i
7o iipply. xmkJ ihi?* ruitlce
now with name, collrjic, J'Jclr^ss, aiir. p i- r r, i)n A I bvick(L'niunJ. to rriunuurr, TIME Inc.
i>llr|t« Dureau, Rucketeller
Center. New York 20. N Y.

TWO TYPEWRITERS. «lundonl.
ltn iale to hiphest bidder. H(ds
rercived I-J p.m. Ihh; week.
P.miilKh Depl. olflce. 109 Humanities Hlrt« (.825 Illh Ave.)
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Don't let this girl's

If the girl is watchahle, she should be watched, no
matter whather motivesor ambitions may be. The same
thing is true of a cigarette. If it'ssmokeable. it should be
smoked— and Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all!

is so good to your taste!
So smooth,
" so satisfying,I
©A1
smokeable!
so downright
O
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coslume fool you. She's not really a
mad scientist. She's a girl a real, live girl. It's just that
she has to prove something— to herself and to her family.
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, il she
ever has to compete with men on their own terms, she
can do it— and win. But she really doesn't want to compete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men
and eventually,marry one. The girl watchershould not
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Uuvaezo-is our middle name

